SEPTEMBER 2015

GOLDEN VISA: THE NEW CONDITIONS AND
REQUIREMENTS TO OBTAIN AND RENEW AN
INVESTMENT RESIDENCE PERMIT IN PORTUGAL
The long-awaited Implementing Decree no. 15-A/2015 of 5 November was published in the official gazette Diário da República on 2 September
2015 and is already in force1. This new Implementing Decree makes the third amendment to Implementing Decree no. 84/2007 of 5 November
– which sets out the regulations of the legal framework for foreigners in Portugal and the procedure and rules to be followed by applicants for
Investment Residence Permits (normally referred to as “Golden Visas” or “ARIs”).
Importantly, the Implementing Decree now expressly provides for a much larger number of investment models under each of the seven types of
investment activity. It fills in gaps in the legislation and reduces the margin of discretion of the Foreigners and Borders Service (Serviço de Estrangeiros
e Fronteiras – SEF), imposing greater transparency, rigour and control in the Golden Visa approval process.
Time of making the investment and mandatory duration: The investment activity chosen by the applicant must have been made at the time
the application for a residence permit is presented and the investment must be maintained for a minimum period of five years. This five-year
period runs from the date the Golden Visa is granted.
Shareholding and investment through companies: If the chosen investment is made through a commercial company, it must be made through
a single shareholder limited company (sociedade unipessoal por quotas) with its registered office in Portugal, or in another Member State of
the European Union with a permanent establishment in Portugal.
Validity periods and obligation to stay in Portugal: The Golden Visa is a temporary residence permit valid for one year from the date it is issued.
It can be renewed for successive periods of two years as long as the requirements necessary for it to be granted are maintained. For residence
permits to be granted and renewed, the applicants must regularise their presence in Portugal within 90 days of their first entry into Portuguese
territory. Whenever necessary, they must obtain a short-term visa from the Portuguese Consulate in their country of origin. They must also prove
they have met the minimum quantitative requirements in relation to the chosen investment activity.
To renew a Golden Visa, applicants must demonstrate that they have stayed in Portugal for at least (i) 7 days, whether consecutive or not, in the first
year and (ii) 14 days, whether consecutive or not, in each of the subsequent 2-year periods.
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Financial benefits for investing in areas of “Low Population Density”: To encourage decentralisation of investment away from large urban
centres, the minimum quantitative amount or requirement for most2 investment activities can be reduced by 20%, whenever those activities are
carried out in “Areas of Low Population Density”.
Reduction of the tax burden for investments in urban rehabilitation: The Portuguese Government has created tax benefits for the activity of
urban rehabilitation, introducing tax efficiency to investment opportunities. Golden Visa applicants can enjoy these benefits if (i) they acquire
real estate assets, whose construction was completed at least 30 years ago or are located in an urban rehabilitation area and (ii) they carry out
rehabilitation works on those real estate assets. These benefits take the form of (i) exemptions from Municipal Property Transfer Tax (Imposto
Municipal sobre as Transmissões Onerosas – “IMT”) when acquiring the properties in question, (ii) exemptions from Municipal Property Tax
(Imposto Municipal sobre Imóveis – “IMI”), for the three years following acquisition of the properties and (iii) a reduced rate of Value Added Tax
(Imposto Sobre o Valor Acrescentado – “IVA”) in relation to the works.
Schengen area: Like any other Portuguese residence permit, Golden Visa holders can travel freely in the Schengen Area3.
Right to family reunification: Besides the spouse, minor children or relatives in the ascending line, the Implementing Decree makes it clear that
Golden VISA holders may be reunified with adult children in the care of the couple or one of the spouses if those children are studying in Portugal
or abroad.
Promotion of transparency guarantees in access to Golden Visas: Different bodies created by the Government will take action to monitor,
supervise, inspect and audit the activity of granting and renewing Golden Visas. They will also clear up doubts and present solutions to problems
raised by applicants.

INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES
a) Transfer of capital of at least EUR 1,000,000
Bank deposits: the applicant must have a declaration from a credit institution authorised or registered in Portugal by the Bank of Portugal. This
declaration must prove the ownership, free of any burdens or charges, of bank deposits with a balance of at least EUR 1,000,000, resulting from
an international transfer, or of a share in the balance of the same amount in the case of joint accounts. To renew a Golden Visa, the applicant must
demonstrate that the average quarterly balance of the bank deposit has been at least EUR 1,000,000;
Public debt securities of the Portuguese State: it possible to obtain a Golden Visa by first acquiring public debt of the Portuguese State,
including treasury bonds, savings certificates or treasury bills. In this case, the Treasury and Public Debt Management Agency (Agência de Gestão
de Tesouraria e Dívida Pública – IGCP, E.P.E.), must attest to the ownership, free of any burdens or charges, of one of those instruments with a value
of at least EUR 1,000,000. In the case of renewal, the applicant must obtain a declaration from that Agency attesting to the ownership, free of any
burdens or charges, of debt instruments with an average quarterly balance of at least EUR 1,000,000;
Acquisition of securities and acquisition of shares in commercial companies: it is also possible to obtain a Golden Visa by acquiring bookentry securities or bearer or registered securities (whether or not in a centralised system) for an amount of at least EUR 1,000,000. In any
of these cases, it will always be mandatory to have a certificate proving ownership, free of any burdens or charges, issued by the registering or
custodial entity, by their issuer or by the financial intermediary, respectively, for both granting and renewal of the Golden Visa. In the case of
acquisition of shares in commercial companies, the applicant must have an up-to-date commercial registration certificate and the acquisition
contract, with an indication of the value.
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The exceptions are transfers of capital of at least EUR 1,000,000 and the acquisition of units in investment or venture capital funds and capitalising small and mediumsized companies, which meet certain requirements, for a minimum of EUR 500.000,00.
3
Austria, Belgium, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Lichtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Malta, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland.
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b) Creation of at least 10 jobs: the applicant must prove that he or she has actually hired the employees and registered them with the Social
Security – by presenting an up-to-date certificate issued by that entity. In the case of renewal, the applicant must present an up-to-date social
security certificate proving that he or she has maintained the minimum number of jobs.
c) Acquisition of real estate with a value of at least EUR 500,000: in relation to what has been the predominant investment activity to obtain
Golden Visas, the applicant must acquire real estate with a value of at least EUR 500,000. The applicant may acquire the real estate as a co-owner
as long as each of the co-owners invests at least EUR 500,000. The Golden Visa applicant may also be a promissory purchaser as long as the deposit
he or she has paid is at least EUR 500,000. The money used to pay the purchase price or deposit must come from an international transfer to a bank
account in Portugal held by the applicant.
To prove compliance with the minimum requirements for this investment activity, when he or she makes the Golden Visa application, the applicant
must file: (i) the document that proves the acquisition or promissory purchase of the property, (ii) a declaration issued by a financial institution
attesting to the transfer of the capital, and (iii) an up-to-date land registry certificate that includes registration of the acquisition or, whenever
possible, of the promissory sale and purchase in favour of the Golden Visa applicant).
It should be noted that if the second renewal occurs 36 months after the Golden Visa is granted, the visa holder must present the definitive sale
and purchase contract and an up-to-date land registry certificate of his or her acquisition.
d) Acquisition of real estate with construction completed at least 30 years ago or located in an urban rehabilitation area, with execution of
rehabilitation works: to obtain a Golden Visa on the basis of prior acquisition of real estate assets with construction completed at least 30 years ago
or located in an urban rehabilitation area and execution of rehabilitation works on the property acquired, the minimum investment is reduced
to EUR 350,000. Besides demonstrating that he or she is the owner of the property, free of any burdens or charges, the applicant may present: (i)
proof of filing of a request for prior information or for the licensing for rehabilitation or (ii) a works contract for the works on the property acquired.
In either of these cases, the applicant must also deposit the difference between the property purchase price and the minimum investment required
– to be used to pay for the works – in a bank account at a bank in Portugal held by him or her.
To renew the Golden Visa, the applicant must have an authorisation to carry out the rehabilitation works as well as the works contract. At the same
time, the applicant continues to be under an obligation to prove that he or she has maintained the deposit of the works contract price at a bank in
Portugal and, whenever possible, present the receipts for partial or full payment for the works.
e) Transfer of capital of at least EUR 350,000, invested in research carried out by public or private scientific research institutions that are part
of the national scientific and technological system: for this purpose, the applicant must make an international transfer of at least EUR 350,000 to
a bank account held by him or her in Portugal. The applicant must also obtain a declaration issued by a public or private research institution that is
part of the national scientific and technological system, attesting that it has received the capital in question.
f) Transfer capital of at least EUR 250,000, as investment or support for artistic production, or recovery or maintenance of national cultural
heritage: the applicant must make an international transfer to his or her bank account in Portugal and obtain a declaration issued by the Office of
Cultural Strategy, Planning and Evaluation (Gabinete de Estratégia, Planeamento e Avaliações Culturais) attesting to the transfer of that capital.
g) Transfer capital of at least EUR 500,000, destined to acquire units in investment or venture capital funds aimed at providing capital to small
and medium-sized companies that meet certain requirements: to obtain a Golden Visa, the applicant must acquire, for the price of at least EUR
500,000, units in investment or venture capital funds aimed at providing capital to small and medium-sized companies that present a capitalisation
plan. In turn, the company that manages the fund in question must attest to the viability of the capitalisation plan.

BALTAZAR TORRES (detail)
Crying,2003
PVC, madeira, cerâmica, estanho pintado a
esmalte, alumínio e couro
Dimensões variáveis
From the Colection of the PLMJ Foundation
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TABLE SUMMARISING TAXATION OF INVESTMENTS MADE TO OBTAIN A GOLDEN VISA:
Types of investment

Types of activity

Taxes

Notes

N/A

Income and maintenance of the
deposit are subject to taxation

Bank deposits
Public debt securities of the Portuguese
State

N/A

Income earned is subject to
taxation

Acquisition of securities and acquisition
of shares in commercial companies

N/A

Income earned is subject to
taxation

Creation of at least 10 jobs

Job creation

N/A

There are tax obligations
inherent
to
employment
relationships

Acquisition of real estate with a value of at least EUR
500,000

Acquisition of real estate

IMT
SD4
IMI

N/A

Acquisition of real estate to carry out rehabilitation
works

Acquisition of real estate and execution
of rehabilitation works

IMT
SD
IMI
VAT

There are associated tax benefits
for the investor: exemption or
reduced rate

Investment in research activities

Transfer of capital

VAT
SD

Must be analysed case-by-case

Investment or support for artistic production,
recovery or maintenance of national cultural
heritage

Transfer of capital

VAT
SD

Must be analysed case-by-case

Acquisition of units in investment or venture capital
funds aimed at providing capital for small and
medium-sized companies

Acquisition of units in investment or
venture capital funds

N/A

Must be analysed case-by-case

Transfer capital of at least EUR 1 million
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This newsletter is intended for general distribution to clients and colleagues and the information contained herein is provided as a general and abstract
overview. It should not be used as a basis on which to make decisions and professional legal advice should be sought for specific cases. The contents of this
Informative Note may not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the express consent of the author. If you should require further information on this topic,
please contact gvteam@plmj.pt.
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